
Type Analysis for CHIP?W lodzimierz Drabent1 and Pawe l Pietrzak21 IPI PAN, Polish Academy of Sciences, Ordona 21, Pl - 01-237 Warszawaand IDA, Link�opings universitet2 IDA, Link�opings universitet, S - 581 83 Link�oping, Sweden.fwlodr,pawpig@ida.liu.se.Abstract. This paper proposes a tool to support reasoning about (par-tial) correctness of constraint logic programs. The tool infers a speci�ca-tion that approximates the semantics of a given program. The semanticsof interest is an operational \call-success" semantics. The main intendedapplication is program debugging. We consider a restricted class of spec-i�cations, which are regular types of constrained atoms.Our type inference approach is based on bottom-up abstract interpreta-tion, which is used to approximate the declarative semantics (c-semantics).By using \magic transformations" we can describe the call-success se-mantics of a program by the declarative semantics of another program.We are focused on CLP over �nite domains. Our prototype programanalyzer works for the programming language CHIP.1 Introduction and motivationIn this paper we are interested in supporting reasoning about program correct-ness in the context of CLP (constraint logic programming). Speaking informally,a program is correct if it behaves as expected by the user. But user expectationsare seldom well documented. This paper describes an analyzer that for a givenCLP program produces a characterization of the form of calls and successes inany execution of the program starting from a given class of goals. The user mayinspect the description produced to see whether it conforms to her expectations.We deal with partial correctness, the given program is partially correct w.r.t.the obtained description.The starting point are well-known veri�cation conditions for partial correct-ness of logic programs wrt to a speci�cation, which gives a set of procedure callsand a set of procedure successes. (Such veri�cation conditions were proposed in[DM88,Dra88]; a useful special case was given in [BC89,AM94]). We generalizethe veri�cation conditions for the case of CLP.Generally the conditions are undecidable. But they become decidable for arestricted class of speci�cations. For the case of LP (logic programming) it wasshown [Boy96] that it is su�cient to consider speci�cations describing regulartree sets. In the literature this kind of speci�cations is often called regular types[YS91,DZ92]. While successes and calls in LP are atoms, their counterpart in? This work has been supported by the ESPRIT 4 Project 22532 DiSCiPl.



CLP are constrained atoms. Therefore this paper adapts regular types for CLPso that one can describe sets of constrained terms and atoms. This includesadaptation of certain operations on regular types.To compute semantic approximations of programs, we need static analysistechniques. We show that the veri�cation conditions for a CLP program P con-stitute another CLP program Q whose declarative semantics describes the callsand successes. (Such approach is often called \magic transformation"). For thispurpose we introduce a generalization for CLP of c-semantics [Cla79,FLMP89];this results in more precise descriptions than using the standard D-model seman-tics. We adapt then the technique of Gallagher and de Waal [GdW92,GdW94]of bottom-up abstract interpretation to synthesize an approximation of the c-semantics of Q; it also is an approximation of the call-success semantics of P . Asa side e�ect we obtain a tool to approximate the declarative semantics of CLPprograms.We are particularly interested in CLP over �nite domains (CLP(FD)) [Hen89],especially the language CHIP [Cos96]. We have implemented a prototype typeanalysis system for CHIP. It is a major modi�cation of the system described in[GdW92,GdW94]. A preliminary version of our work was presented in [DP98b].The use of types, as in our work, to approximate the semantics of programsin an untyped language is usually called descriptive typing. Another approachis prescriptive typing. In that approach the type information, provided by theprogrammer, inuences the semantics of a program. In particular, variables aretyped and may only be bound to the values from the respective types. Usuallythe programmer is required to provide types for function symbols and/or forpredicates. Prescriptive typing is a basis of a few programming languages (e.g.TypedProlog [LR91], G�odel [HL94], Mercury [SHC96]).Experience with languages like G�odel shows that their mechanism of types isable to �nd numerous errors at compile time. This is an immense advantage incomparison to �nding them during testing and run-time debugging. Our workadds a similar potential of static checking to any typeless CLP language (bycomparing the types obtained from the analysis with the intended ones).The paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes basic con-cepts of CLP and presents the declarative and the operational semantics. Thenwe propose a system of regular types for CLP. Section 4 describes the type in-ference method used in this work. Then we present an example of type analysisfor CHIP.2 Semantics of CLPIn this work we employ two semantics of CLP. We need a semantics providinginformation about the form of procedure calls and successes during the executionof CLP programs; this is the role of a call-success semantics. The analysis methodemploys magic transformation, so we also need a declarative semantics. Bothsemantics are introduced below in this section.



Most of implementations of CLP use syntactic uni�cation1. In this paper weare interested in CLP with syntactic uni�cation, we believe however that ourwork can be adapted to the \standard" CLP.2.1 Basic conceptsWe consider a �xed constraint domain. It is given by �xing a signature and astructure D over this signature. Predicate symbols of the signature are dividedinto constraint predicates and (non-constraint) predicates. The former have a�xed interpretation in D, the interpretation of the latter is de�ned by programs.Similarly, the function symbols are divided into interpreted function symbols andconstructors. All the function symbols have a �xed interpretation. It is assumedthat the interpretations of constructors are bijections with disjoint co-domains.So the elements of structure D can be seen as terms built from some elementaryvalues by means of constructors2 . That is why we will often call them D-terms.An atomic constraint is an atomic formula with a constraint predicate symbol.Throughout this paper by a constraint we will mean an atomic constraint orc1 ^ c2 or c1 _ c2 or 9xc1, where c1 and c2 are constraints and x is a variable.A CLP clause is of the form: h  c; b1; : : : ; bn where h; b1; : : : ; bn are atoms(i.e. atomic formulae built up from non-constraint predicate symbols) and c is aconjunction of atomic constraints. A CLP program is a �nite set of CLP clauses.2.2 Declarative semanticsThe standard least D-model semantics is insu�cient for our purposes. We areinterested in the actual form of computed answers3. Two programs with thesame least D-model semantics may have di�erent sets of computed answers. Forinstance take the following two CLP(FD) programsP1 = f p(1):; p(2): g P2 = f p(x) x 2 f1; 2g: gand a goal p(x). Constraint x2f1; 2g is an answer for P2 but not for P1. In orderto describe such di�erences, we generalize the c-semantics [Cla79,FLMP89]. Forlogic programs, this semantics is given by the set of (possibly non ground) atomiclogical consequences of a program. The c-semantics for CLP will be expressedby means of constrained atoms.1 In CLP with syntactic uni�cation, function symbols occurring outside of constraintsare treated as constructors. So, for instance in CLP over integers, the goal p(4) failswith the program fp(2+2) g, but the goal X#=4; p(X) succeeds (where #= is theconstraint of arithmetical equality).2 Notice that in many CLP languages function symbols play also the role of construc-tors. For instance, the interpretation of 2 + 3 may be a number, while that of a + 3(where a is a 0-ary constructor) is a D-term with the main symbol +.3 D-model semantics can be used to describe CLP with syntactic uni�cation, one hasto made D to be a a Herbrand domain. (No element of the carrier of such a domainis a value of two distinct ground terms).



De�nition 1. A constrained expression (atom, term, . . . ) is a pair c[]E of aconstraint c and an expression E such that each free variable of c occurs (freely)in E.If � is a valuation such that D j= �(c) then �(E) is called an D-instance ofc[]E.A constrained expression c0[]E0 is an instance of a constrained expressionc[]E if c0 is satis�able in D and there exists a substitution � such that E0 = E�and D j= c0 ! c� (c� means here applying � to the free variables of c, with astandard renaming of the non-free variables of c if a conict arises).If c[]E is an instance of c0[]E0 and vice versa then c[]E is a variant of c0[]E0By the instance-closure cl(E) of a constrained expression E we mean the setof all instances of E. For a set S of constrained expressions, its instance-closurecl(S) is de�ned as SE2S cl(E).Note that, in particular, c�[]E� is an instance of c[]E and that c0[]E is an instanceof c[]E whenever D j= c0 ! c. The relation of being an instance is transitive.(Take an instance c0[]E� of c[]E and an instance c00[]E�� of c0[]E�. As D j= c00 !c0� and D j= c0 ! c�, we have D j= c00 ! c��).Notice also that if c is not satis�able then c[]E does not have any instance(it is not an instance of itself).We will often not distinguish E from true[]E and from c[]E where D j= 8c.Similarly,we will also not distinguish c[]E from c0[]E when c and c0 are equivalentconstraints (D j= c$ c0).Example 2. a + 7, Z + 7, 1+7 are instances of X + Y , but 8 is not.f(X)>3[]f(X)+7 is an instance of Z>3[]Z+7, which is an instance of Z +7,provided that constraints f(X)>3 and Z>3, respectively, are satis�able.Assume a numerical domain with the standard interpretation of symbols.Then 4 + 7 is an instance of X=2+2[]X+7 (but not vice versa), the latter is aninstance of Z>3[]Z+7.Consider CLP(FD) [Hen89]. A domain variable with the domain S, where Sis a �nite set of natural numbers, can be represented by a constrained variablex2S []x (with the expected meaning of the constraint x2S).If Vars(c) 6� Vars(E ) then c[]E will denote (9�Vars(E)c)[]E (where 9�Vstands for quanti�cation over the variables not in V ).Two notions of groundness arise naturally for constrained expressions. c[]Eis syntactically ground when E contains no variables. c[]E is semantically groundif it has exactly one D-instance.Now we de�ne the c-semantics for CLP with syntactic uni�cation. In thenext de�nition we apply substitutions to program clauses. So let us de�ne #Pas fC� j C 2 P; � is a substitution g.De�nition 3 (Immediate consequence operator for c-semantics). LetP be a CLP program. T CP is a mapping over sets of constrained atoms, de�ned



by T CP (I) = f c[]h j (h c0; b1; : : : ; bn) 2 #P; n � 0;ci[]bi 2 I; for i = 1; : : : ; n;c = 9�Vars(h)(c0; c1; : : : ; cn);D j= 9c g(where Vars(E ) is the set of free variables occurring in E).Notice that in the de�nition syntactic uni�cation is used for parameter passing,but terms occurring in constraints are interpreted w.r.t. D.T CP is continuous w.r.t. �. So it has the least �xpoint T CP " ! = S1i=0(T CP )i(;).By the declarative semantics (or c-semantics) M (P ) of P we mean the instance-closure of the least �xpoint of T CP :M (P ) = cl(T CP "!):Speaking informally, cl is used here only to add new constraints but not new(non-constraint) atoms: As T CP "! is closed under substitution, for every c[]u 2M (P ) there exists a c0[]u 2 T CP "! such that D j= c! c0.Example 4. Consider programs P1 and P2 from the beginning of this section.M (P1) = fp(1); p(2)g. T CP2"! contains p(1); p(2) and x2f1; 2g[]p(x). (It alsocontains variants of the latter constrained atom, obtained by renaming variablex).M (P2) contains additionally all the instances of x2f1; 2g[]p(x), like y=1[]p(y).The traditional least D-model semantics and the c-semantics are related bythe fact that the set of D-instances of the elements of M (P ) is a subset of theleast D-model of P . If we take a least D-model semantics for CLP with syntacticuni�cation (where D is a Herbrand domain) then the set of D-instances of theelements of M (P ) and the least D-model of P coincide.2.3 Call-success semanticsWe are interested in the actual form of procedure calls and successes that occurduring the execution of a program. We assume the Prolog selection rule. Suchsemantics will be called the call-success semantics.Without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to atomic initial goals.Given a program and a class of initial goals, we want to provide two sets ofconstrained atoms corresponding to the calls and to the successes. For technicalreasons it is convenient to have just one set. So for each predicate symbol pwe introduce two new symbols �p and p�; we will call them annotated predicatesymbols. They will be used to represent, respectively, call and success instancesof atoms whose predicate symbol is p. For an atom A = p(~t), we will denote�p(~t) and p�(~t) by �A and A� respectively. We will use analogous notation forconstrained atoms. (If A = c[]p(~t) then �A = c[]�p(~t), etc).The call-success semantics is de�ned in terms of the computations of the pro-gram. For a given operational semantics, which speci�es what the computations



of a program are, one de�nes what are the procedure calls and the proceduresuccesses of these computations. For logic programs and LD-resolution this isdone for instance in [DM88]. It is rather obvious how to generalize it to CLP,we omit the details.De�nition 5. Let P be a CLP program and G a set of constrained atoms. Theircall-success semantics CS(P;G) is a set of constrained atoms (with annotatedpredicate symbols) such that1. c[]�p(~t) 2 CS(P;G) i� there exists an LD-derivation for P with the initialgoal in G and in which c[]p(~t) is a procedure call;2. c[]p�(~t) 2 CS(P;G) i� there exists an LD-derivation for P with the initialgoal in G and in which c[]p(~t) is a procedure success.We will characterize the call-success semantics of a program P as the declara-tive semantics of some other program PCS . In logic programming this approachis often called \magic transformation". Program PCS can also be viewed asthe veri�cation conditions of the proof method of [BC89] or an instance of theveri�cation conditions of the proof method of [DM88].Proposition 6. Let P be a CLP program and G a set of constrained atoms.Then cl(CS(P;G)) = cl �(T CPCS )!(G)�where PCS is a program that for each clause H  c; B1; : : : ; Bn from P containsclauses: c; �H ! �B1: : :c; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�i�1 ! �Bi: : :c; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�n�1! �Bnc; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�n ! H�PROOF (outline) One shows that all the procedure calls and successes occurringin (a pre�x of) an SLD-derivation of length j are in (T CPCS )j(G). Conversely, forany member of (T CPCS )j(G) the corresponding call/success occurs in a derivation.Both proofs are by induction on j. utAssume that the set of initial constrained goals is characterized by a CLPprogram P 0: G = fA j �A 2M (P 0) g. Assume that no predicate p� occurs in P 0.From the last proposition it follows that the declarative semantics of PCS [ P 0describes the call-success semantics of P :cl(CS(P;G)) = M (PCS [ P 0) \Awhere A is the set of all constrained atoms with annotated predicate symbols.(The role of the intersection with A is to remove auxiliary predicates that mayoriginate from P 0).



3 TypesWe are interested in computing approximations of the call-success semantics ofprograms. A program's semantics is an instance closed set of constrained atoms,an approximation is its superset. The approximations are to be manipulated byan analysis algorithm and communicated to the user.We need a suitable class of approximations and a language to specify them.We extend for that purpose the formalism of regular unary logic programs [YS91]used in LP to describe regular sets of terms/atoms.4 We call such sets regular(constraint) types. So we use (a restricted class of) CLP programs and theirdeclarative c-semantics to describe approximations of the call-success semanticsof CLP programs.3.1 Regular unary programsOur approach to de�ning types is a generalization of canonical regular unary logic(RUL) programs [YS91]. We begin this section with presenting RUL programs.Then we introduce our generalization, called RULC programs. We conclude withseveral examples.To de�ne types we will use a restricted kind of programs, with unary predi-cates only. In such a program R a predicate symbol t is considered to be a nameof a type and [[t]]R := f c[]u j c[]t(u) 2M (R) g is the corresponding type.De�nition 7. A (canonical) regular unary logic program (RUL program) isa �nite set of clauses of the form:t0(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn): (1)(where n � 0 and x1; : : : ; xn are distinct variables) such that no two clause headshave a common instance.Notice that the types de�ned by a RUL program are sets of ground terms.(For such programs there is no di�erence between the c-semantics and the leastHerbrand model semantics).RUL programs were introduced in [YS91]. In [FSVY91] they are called re-duced regular unary-predicate programs. The formalism de�nes tuple distribu-tive [Mis84,YS91] sets of terms. So if f(u1; u2) and f(u01; u02) are members ofsuch a set then also f(u1; u02) and f(u01; u2) are. (For exact de�nitions the readeris referred to [Mis84,YS91]).We will write F [x1; : : : ; xn] to stress that F is a formula such that Vars(F ) �fx1 ; : : : ; xng. F [u1; : : : ; un] will denote F with each xi replaced by the term ui.4 The formalism is equivalent to deterministic root-to-frontier tree automata [GS97],to (deterministic) regular term grammars (see e.g. [DZ92] and references therein)and to type graphs of [JB92,HCC95].



De�nition 8. A constraint c[x] in a constraint domain D0 will be called a reg-ular constraint if there exists a RUL program R and a predicate symbol t suchthat for any ground term u, D0 j= c[u] i� u 2 [[t]]R. Constraint c will be calledthe corresponding constraint for t and R.Notice that a constraint corresponding to a RUL program may be not regular(if D0 is a non Herbrand domain). For instance consider domain D0 of integers,where + is an interpreted function symbol. Take a program R = ft(4):g. Theset of terms satisfying the corresponding constraint contains for instance 1 + 3and 3 + 1 but not 3 + 3. So it cannot be described by a RUL program.The next de�nition provides a CLP generalization of RUL programs. Fromnow on we assume that the constraint domainD contains the regular constraints.De�nition 9. By an instance of the head of a clause h  c; b1; : : : ; bn (wherec is a constraint and b1; : : : ; bn are non constraint atoms) we mean an instanceof c[]h. A regular unary constraint logic program (RULC program) is a �niteset of clauses of the form (1) or of the formt0(x) c[x]: (2)(where c[x] is a regular constraint) such that no two clause heads have a commoninstance.Example 10. The type t described by the RUL program f t(2):; t(3):; t(4): gis the set f2; 3; 4g of ground terms.Consider CLP(FD) [Hen89]. To describe type t extended by a domain vari-able, with f2; 3; 4g as its domain, we use a regular constraint x2f2; 3; 4g in aRULC program R0 = f t0(x) x2f2; 3; 4g g. Indeed, [[t0]]R0 = cl(x2f2; 3; 4g []x).Example 11. A type of lists with (possibly nonground) elements satisfying aconstraint c can be expressed by the following RULC program R:list([ ]) :list([xjxs]) elem(x); list(xs):elem(x)  c[x]The c-semantics of this program isM (R) = cl �f c[x1]; : : : ; c[xn] [] list([x1; : : : ; xn]) j n � 0 g [ f c[x][]elem(x) g�.Let Q be a RUL program such that c[x] is the corresponding constraint forelem and Q. Replacing in R the last clause by (the clauses of) Q results in aRUL program R0 describing the set of ground lists from the previous type.Let clist[x] be the corresponding constraint for list and R0. A type of possiblynon-ground lists with elements of the type elem can be de�ned by a one clauseRULC program R00 list(x)  clist[x]:The type contains unbound variables whose further bindings are restricted to belists (i.e. constrained variables of the form clist[y][]y). It also contains all their



instances. Thus our approach makes it possible to express prescriptive types likethose of programming language G�odel [HL94].Comparing the three list types presented here, we obtain [[list]]R0 � [[list]]R �[[list]]R00 .Example 12. The type of all ground terms (over the given signature) isde�ned by predicate ground and a (RUL) program containing the clauseground(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) ground(x1); : : : ; ground(xn) for each function symbolf of arity n � 0.The type of all constrained terms is de�ned by predicate any and programf any(x) true g.3.2 Operations on typesIn type analysis some basic operations on types are employed. One has to per-form a check for type emptiness and inclusion. One has to compute the intersec-tion and (an approximation of) the union of two types5. One has to �nd typef c1; : : : ; cn[]f(u1; : : : ; un) j ci[]ui 2 [[ti]]; i = 1; : : : ; n g for given types t1; : : : ; tn,and for a given type t and an i �nd type f (9�Vars(ui )c)[]ui j c[]f(u1; : : : ; un) 2[[t]]g. These operations for RULC are generalization of those for RUL [GdW94],and are described in [DP98a]. Here we present only an example. To �nd theintersection of the types t1; t2 de�ned byt1(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn)t2(x) c[x]we construct clauses(t1 u t2)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) (r1 u s1)(x1); : : : ; (rn u sn)(xn):s1(x1) 9�fx1g c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)]:� � �sn(xn) 9�fxng c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)]:Here r u s is a new type, it is the intersection of types r; s. s1; : : : ; sn are newtypes. Notice that 9�fxig c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)] is a regular constraint.3.3 Regular programs as an abstract domainIn this section we present how RULC programs are used to approximate thesemantics of CLP programs. We also show that it is a rather unusual case ofabstract interpretation, as most of the commonly required conditions [CC92] arenot satis�ed.In our approach, the concrete domainC is that of the semantics of programs.So C is the set of sets of constrained atoms over the given language. (We do not5 The union of two types de�ned by RULC programs may be not de�nable by RULCprograms.



need to make the domain more sophisticated by removing fromC those elementsthat are not the meaning of any program). (C;�) is a complete lattice.We want to approximate sets of constrained atoms by RULC programs. Fol-lowing [GdW92,GdW94] we introduce a distinguished (unary) predicate symbolapprox. The type corresponding to approx in a RULC program R is understoodas the set of constrained atoms speci�ed by R. Notice that the arguments ofapprox are treated both as atoms and as terms, we use here the ambivalent syn-tax [AB96]. So R approximates a set I of constrained atoms i� I � [[approx]]R.We will call such a program R a regular approximation of I.Example 13. Let P be the following CLP(R) programrev([ ]; Y; Y ):rev([f(V;X)jT ]; Y; Z) V �V + X�X< 9; rev(T; Y; [f(V;X)jZ]):Then the following program is a regular approximation of M (P ).approx(rev(X;Y; Z)) t1(X); any(Y ); any(Z):t1([ ]):t1([XjXs]) t2(X); t1(Xs):t2(f(X;Y )) t3(X); t3(Y ):t3(X) �3 < X; X < 3:So the abstract domain A is the set of RULC programs (over the givenlanguage). The concretization function  : A ! C is de�ned as the meaning ofapprox: (R) := [[approx]]R:The ordering of the concrete domain induces the relation � on A:R � R0 i� (R) � (R0):� is a pre-order but not a partial order.This is a case of abstract interpretation, in which an abstraction functiondoes not exist. The reason is, roughly speaking, that there may exist an in�nitedecreasing sequence of regular approximations (of some I 2 C) which does nothave a g.l.b. in A6 [DP98a].We want also to mention that the abstract immediate consequence functionTAP , de�ned later on and used in type inference, may be not monotonic. So itsleast �xpoint may not exist. The properties outlined above hold already for theapproach of [GdW92,GdW94]; this contradicts some claims of [GdW92,GdW94].6 This property also holds when the pre-order (A;�) is replaced by the induced partialorder on the set A=�. Also, using another natural pre-order on C (R v R0 i�M(R) �M(R0)) does not improve the properties discussed in this section.



3.4 Types for CLP(FD)The concept of �nite domains was introduced to logic programming by [Hen89].We will basically follow this framework, including the terminology. So within thissection \domain" stands for a �nite domain in the sense of [Hen89]. We assumethat a domain is a �nite set of natural numbers (including 0). This is the casein most of CLP(FD) languages. To any domain S there corresponds a domainconstraint x 2 S, with the expected meaning. Usually a variable involved in sucha constraint is called a domain variable.In our type analysis for CHIP we use some types that correspond to restric-tions on the form of arguments of �nite domain constraint predicates. We needthe type of natural numbers, the type of integers, the type of �nite domains (thel.u.b. of the types of the form cl(x2S[]x)), the type of arithmetical expressionsand its subset of so called linear terms.De�ning the �rst three of them by a RULC program would require an in�niteset of clauses. So we extend RULC programs by three \built-in" types7. Weintroduce unary predicate symbols nat, neg and anyfd , which cannot occur in theleft hand side of a RULC clause. We assume that (independently from a RULCprogram) [[nat]] is the set of all non-negative integer constants, [[neg]] is the set ofall negative integer constants and [[anyfd ]] is cl(fx2S[]x j S � N; S is �nite g).8We allow clauses of the form t(x)  builtin(x) to occur in RULC programs(where builtin is one of the three symbols). By an instance of the head of suchclause we mean any element of [[builtin]].The type int of integers and the type of arithmetical expressions are de�nedby means of these special types by a RULC program. The type of linear termscannot be de�ned by a RULC program. (For instance, for domain variables x; yand a natural number n, it contains x � n and n � y but not x � y). So we use aRULC description of a superset of it.4 Type inferenceThe core of our method is computing a regular approximation of the c-semanticsof a program. It is described in [DP98a], here we present an outline. Our ap-proach is based on [GdW92,GdW94], it can be seen as a bottom-up abstractinterpretation. We use a function TAP : A ! A, which approximates the imme-diate consequence operator T CP . The program semantics M (P ) is approximatedby a �xpoint of TAP . A technique of widening, similar to that of [CC92], is appliedto assure that a �xpoint is reached in a �nite number of steps.For a CLP program P and an RULC program R, TAP (R) is de�ned asTAP (R) = norm Rq aC2P solve(C;R)! :7 Alternatively we can assume that the type of integers is �nite. A similar solution istaken in constructing a semantics for CLP with interval constraints [BO97].8 If all the �nite domains are the subset of some maximal domain 0::max, then thistype may be de�ned by a RULC clause anyfd(x) x 2 0::max.



Here norm [GdW94,DP98a] is a widening function; R � norm(R) for any R. ForRULC programs Q and Q0, QqQ0 is a RULC program such that Q � Q q Q0and Q0 � QqQ0. It is computed using the type union operation of Sect. 3.2.The main function is solve, which gives a regular approximation of T CfCg((R)):T CfCg((R)) � (solve(C;R)). Due to lack of space we only briey outline its def-inition. It is based on that of [GdW92,GdW94]. The main di�erence is thatwe take into account the constraints occurring in clause C. Let C = h  c; b1; : : : ; bm, where c[x1; : : : ; xn] is a conjunction of elementary constraints. Weapproximate c by computing a \projection" of c. The projection consists of oneargument constraints c1[x1]; : : : ; cn[xn] such thatD j= c[x1; : : : ; xn]! c1[x1]; : : : ; cn[xn]:It is computed using the constraint solver of the underlying CLP implementation(or possibly some more powerful solver). So the types de�ned in the RULCprogram R0 = f ti(xi)  ci[xi] j i = 1; : : : ; n g approximate the sets of possiblevalues of the variables in c. Now clause C0 = h  t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn); b1; : : : ; bmis submitted as an argument to the function solve of [GdW92,GdW94], togetherwith R[R0 as the second argument. It computes an approximation of T CfC0g((R[R0)), thus of T CfCg((R)).As T CfCg((R)) � (solve(C;R)) and R � norm(R), we have that TAP ap-proximates the concrete semantic function T CP :T CP ((R)) � (TAP (R))and thus 8n T CP " n � (TAP " n).Due to widening, a �xed point of TAP is found in a �nite number of iterations(conf. [GdW94]); TAP " n = TAP " !, for some n. We call it the computed �xpoint.Function TAP is in general not monotonic w.r.t. � (as norm is not monotonic[DP98a] and q is not required to be). Thus we cannot claim that the computed�xpoint is the least �xpoint.The result TAP " ! of the computation approximates M (P ) as M (P ) =lfp(T CP ) � (TAP " !) = [[approx]]TAP "!5 ExamplesThis section presents a type analysis of two example programs. The user interfaceof our prototype analyser employs, instead of RULC programs, a more convenientformalism. So we explain it before coming to the examples.To provide a more compact and more readable notation, we use regular termgrammars with constraints. They can be seen as an abbreviation for RULC pro-grams. A clause t0(f(x1; : : : ; xn))  t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn) is represented by thegrammar rule t0 ! f(t1; : : : ; tn), a clause t(x) c[x] by the rule t! c[x].The formalism includes parametric types. It uses type symbols of arity � 0and type variables; terms built out of them are called type terms. A paramet-ric grammar rule is of the form t(�1; : : : ; �k) ! f(t1; : : : ; tn) where t is a k-ary type symbol, tj are type terms and �i are type variables. (One requires



that Vars(t1 ; : : : ; tn) � f�1 ; : : : ; �kg). Such a rule stands for a family of RULCclauses represented by the (non parametric) rules t(s1; : : : ; sk)! f(t1; : : : ; tn)�,where si are arbitrary types and � is the substitution f�i=si j i = 1; : : : ; kg. 9For example, ruleslist(�)! [ ] list(�) ! [�jlist(�)]correspond to a family of RULC programslist(t)([ ]): list(t)([x1jx2]) t(x1); list(t)(x2):which for any type term t de�ne the type list(t) of lists of elements of type t.The user may declare some types by providing (possibly parametric) gram-mar rules.10 Whenever possible, the system uses the declared types in its output.Thus the output may be expressed (partially) in terms of types familiar to theuser; this can substantially improve the readability of the results of the analysis.For instance, assume that the system derives a type t with the correspondingfragment of a RULC program:t([ ]): t([x jy ]) nat(x ); t(y):Then, instead of displaying the RULC clauses (or actually the correspondinggrammar) the system informs that the type is list(nat). Notice that the systemdoes not infer parametric polymorphic types, the polymorphism comes only fromuser declarations.As the �rst example we use the following program, which solves the well-known N-queens problem. The current version of our analyzer treats all the �nitedomains in a uniform way, namely as anyfd (the types of the form cl(x 2 S[]x)are not yet implemented).:- entry nqueens(nat,any).nqueens(N,List) :- length(List,N), List::1..N,constraint_queens(List), labeling(List).labeling([]).labeling([X|Y]) :- indomain(X), labeling(Y).constraint_queens([]).constraint_queens([X|Y]) :- safe(X,Y,1), constraint_queens(Y).safe(_,[],_).safe(X,[Y|T],K) :- noattack(X,Y,K), K1 is K+1, safe(X,T,K1).9 So now the predicate symbols of RULC are type terms. We allow only such grammarsfor which no two corresponding clauses have a common head instance (conf. Def. 9).We should deal with �nite RULC programs. But the program corresponding to a setof parametric rules may be in�nite. So a condition on grammars is imposed: in theobtained RULC program any type should depend on a �nite set of types. For detailssee [DP98a,DZ92].10 The widely used type list(�), declared as above, is prede�ned in the system.



The entry declaration indicates the top goal and its call patterns for thecall-success analysis. Types inferred by the system are presented below.call : nqueens(nat,any)success : nqueens(nat,list(nat))-------------------------call : labeling(list(anyfd))success : labeling(list(nat))-------------------------call : constraint_queens(list(anyfd))success : constraint_queens(list(anyfd))-------------------------call : safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),int)success : safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),int)-------------------------call : noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int)success : noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int)Assume now that the second clause de�ning safe/3 contains a bug:safe(X,[Y|T],K):-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(X,t,K1). % bug hereTypes inferred by the analyzer look like follows (we show only those which di�erfrom ones generated previously):success : nqueens(nat,t102)t102 --> [nat|t78]t102 --> []t78 --> []-------------------------call : labeling(t90)t90 --> []t90 --> [anyfd|t78]success : labeling(t102)-------------------------success : constraint_queens(t90)-------------------------call : safe(anyfd,t71,int)t71 --> []t71 --> [anyfd|list(anyfd)]t71 --> tsuccess : safe(anyfd,t78,int).The types inferred are obviously suspicious and should be helpful in local-izing the bug in the program. For instance, the second argument of success ofnqueens/2 (type t102) is an empty list or a one-element list of naturals. A sim-ilar problem is with constraint queens. The problem may be traced down tosafe/3 which succeeds with the empty list as the second argument.



The next example illustrates inferring non-trivial constraints in the approx-imation of a program. The predicate split5(Xs,Ls,Gs) splits an input list Xsof �nite domain variables (or natural numbers) into lists of elements less andgreater or equal to 5 (Ls and Gs respectively).:-entry split5(list(anyfd),any,any).split5([],[],[]).split5([X|Xs],[X|Ls],Gs) :- X #< 5, split5(Xs,Ls,Gs).split5([X|Xs],Ls,[X|Gs]) :- X #>= 5, split5(Xs,Ls,Gs).The inferred types are presented below.call : split5(list(anyfd),any,any)success : split5(list(anyfd),list(t1),list(t2))t1 --> X #< 5t2 --> X #>= 56 Conclusions and future workIn this paper we propose a method of computing semantic approximations forCLP programs. Our aim is a practical tool that would be helpful in debugging.We are mainly interested in CLP(FD), particularly in the language CHIP. Ourapproach considers the (operational) call-success semantics and the (declarative)c-semantics.As a speci�cation language to express the semantic approximations we pro-pose a system of regular types for CLP, which is an extension of an approachused for logic programs. The types are de�ned by (a restricted class of) CLPprograms, called RULC programs. We present an algorithm for computing regu-lar approximations of the declarative semantics. This algorithm can also be usedfor approximating the call-success semantics, due to a characterization of thissemantics by the c-semantics of a transformed program.We have adopted a regular approximation system (described in[GdW92,GdW94]) to constraint logic programming over �nite domains. Thecurrent version analyzes programs in the language CHIP. We expect it to beeasily portable to work with other CLP languages, as we have isolated its partsresponsible for the built-ins of CHIP. The prototype has been implemented inCHIP and has been ported to SICStus Prolog and CIAO [CLI97]. The latterimplementation is a part of an assertion-based framework for debugging in CLP[PBM98].The system presents types to the user as regular term grammars, which aremore easily comprehensible than RULC programs. This provides a restricted butuseful kind of polymorphism (conf. Section 5)A subject for future work is obtaining more precise analysis by using a moresophisticated treatment of constraints. We also plan to evaluate the methodexperimentally by applying it to non-toy programs.
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